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ABOVE:  ESA and JAXA's EarthCARE spacecraft is undergoing seven months of pre-flight testing at ESA’s European Space Research and Technology Centre in
Noordwijk, The Netherlands.  Slated to launched in late 2023, EarthCARE is one of several European missions booked on Soyuz rockets before Russia's inva-
sion of Ukraine put the workhorse rocket off limits for most Western nations. Credit: ESA/SJM Photography
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SALTZMAN GETS THE NOD 
The White House nominated Lt. Gen. B. Chance Saltzman (above left) to be the next general in 
charge of the U.S. Space Force. The nomination, which must be approved by the U.S. Senate, would 
promote Saltzman to four-star general and name him the next chief of space operations, succeeding 
Gen. John Raymond, who is retiring later this year. Saltzman served most of his career in the Air Force 
and transferred to the Space Force in 2020, currently serving as deputy chief of operations. 
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$688M
The total charges against earnings 
Boeing has taken since 2020 because 
delays in its CST-100 Starliner com-
mercial crew program. This includes 
$93 million charge against second-quar-
ter earnings that Boeing said July 27 
was primarily “driven by launch manifest 
updates and additional costs associated 
with OFT-2,” the uncrewed test flight it 
performed in May.  Boeing is optimistic 
it will be able to conduct Starliner’s first 
flight with astronauts on board before 
the end of the year.

6
The number of smallsats a new 
Chinese rocket placed into orbit on its 
first launch July 27.  Lijian-1 is a four-
stage solid-fuel rocket capable of placing 
up to 1,500 kilograms into a sun-syn-
chronous orbit. The rocket is operated 
by CAS Space, a commercial spinoff from 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

33
The number of launches SpaceX 
conducted during the first seven 
months of the year, breaking the an-
nual launch record it set in 2021 with 
31 launches.  SpaceX has at least four 
launches on the books for August, in-
cluding an early August launch of South 
Korea’s first space exploration mission,  
the Korea Pathfinder Lunar Orbiter.

60¢
The price of the first-class “forever” 
stamp the U.S. Postal Service will issue 
in September to honor the $10 billion 
James Webb Space Telescope. 

NASA released the long-anticipated first 
science observations from the James 
Webb Space Telescope last month, the 
culmination of decades of work and 
the start of a new era in astrophysics.
The observations, released July 12 during 
an event at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight 
Center a day after the unveiling of one 
image at a White House event, illustrated 
the capabilities of the $10 billion space 
telescope from analyzing the atmospheres 
of exoplanets to detecting hundreds of 
galaxies in the early universe. “The world’s 
vehicle for deepest space exploration 
is open for business,” Eric Smith, JWST 
program scientist at NASA Headquarters, 
said at a media briefing. The released observations include images of the Carina Nebula, a star-
forming region previously observed in lower resolution by the Hubble Space Telescope; the Southern 
Ring Nebula, a set of gas and dust rings produced by a dying star; Stephan’s Quintet, a set of five 
galaxies whose JWST image reveals new details about interactions among them; and a spectra of 
the exoplanet WASP-96 b that revealed the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere of this “hot 
Jupiter” world. They join the “deep field” image that discovered distant galaxies released at the White 
House event July 11.
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CONSTELLATION CONSOLIDATION
Satellite operators Eutelsat and OneWeb intend to merge. The companies
said July 26 they signed a memorandum of understanding to combine
through an all-share transaction that would result in Eutelsat taking over
OneWeb. However, the British government would continue to hold a share
in the British startup with priority voting rights. OneWeb’s shareholders
would contribute their stake in the startup to Eutelsat in exchange for
newly issued shares in the French company, valuing OneWeb at $3.4 billion.
OneWeb would continue to operate the LEO business from its headquarters
in the U.K. following the deal, and Eutelsat would remain headquartered
in France and listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange. The companies
expect the deal, which requires regulatory approvals and a vote by Eutelsat
shareholders, to close by mid-2023.

VEGA-C DEBUTS
Europe’s new Vega-C rocket delivered the LARES-2 physics satellites and
six cubesats to orbit in its maiden launch. The Avio-built rocket, capable
of carrying 2,200 kilograms to low Earth orbit, lifted off July 13 from Kourou,
French Guiana, and completed its mission about two hours later. Arianespace
said that the success of the inaugural launch clears the Vega-C to move into
commercial operations. The first commercial launch of Vega-C is scheduled
for November, when the rocket is slated to place the Pléiades Neo 5 and 6
Earth-imaging satellites for their builder and operator Airbus.

L3Harris and Northrop Grumman won $1.3
billion in Space Development Agency (SDA)
contracts to build missile tracking satellites.
SDA announced July 19 it selected the two
companies to each build 14 satellites for its
Tracking Layer Tranche 1, a constellation designed
to track the latest generation of ballistic and
hypersonic missiles being developed by countries
like Russia and China. The L3Harris contract is
valued at $700 million and the Northrop contract
at $617 million. The satellites will be launched in
batches of seven starting in April 2025.

Two startups announced a proposal July 19 for a
Mars lander mission. Impulse Space, an in-space
transportation company, would build the Mars lander
spacecraft that would be launched by Relativity Space’s
Terran R rocket as soon as 2024. The companies
provided few details about the mission, such as the size
of the lander or its cost, but they said they would offer
payload space on it to government and commercial
customers. Only NASA and China have successfully
landed and operated Mars missions to date.

DirecTV says a 5G plan by rival Dish Network
would degrade satellite TV reception. In an
FCC filing in mid-July, DirecTV said its sat-
ellite TV customers face major disruption if
broadcast rival Dish Network gets to deploy
5G wireless services in the 12-gigahertz
spectrum band. DirecTV commissioned a
study by satellite consulting firm Savid that
concluded interference levels would exceed
limits currently in place in the U.S. by a factor
of up to 100,000. OneWeb and SpaceX previ-
ously warned that Dish’s plans for terrestrial
5G services would interfere with their satellite
broadband systems

European small launch vehicle developer Isar
Aerospace has signed a deal to launch its Spectrum
rocket from French Guiana. The company said July
21 it signed a binding term sheet with the French
space agency CNES to develop a launch site at the
former Diamant launch complex there. CNES will be
responsible for basic infrastructure, while Isar will be
responsible for building a launch pad and hangar for
Spectrum. Isar envisions launching up to 10 missions
a year from French Guiana in addition to a similar
number of launches from a pad at Andøya, Norway,
with the first launch from French Guiana planned for
the first half of 2024.
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Draper won a NASA
contract to deliver a suite
of experiments to the far
side of the moon in 2025.
NASA awarded Draper
a $73 million contract
through its Commercial
Payload Services Program
(CLPS) July 21 for a lander
mission to Schrödinger
Basin on the lunar farside
near the south pole. NASA
will use the mission to
send experiments to study
the moon’s interior and its
interaction with the solar
wind. Draper is working
with several companies to
build the lander as well as
two smallsats that will serve
as data relays between the
lander and the Earth. NASA
has awarded eight missions
through the CLPS program
to date, although none
have yet to launch.

HEFTY PRICE HIKE FOR FALCON HEAVY
 NASA awarded a $255 million contract to SpaceX to launch the $4 billion Nancy Grace
Roman Space Telescope in October 2026 aboard a Falcon Heavy rocket. Roman, NASA’s
next flagship-class astronomy mission after the $10 billion James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) that launched in December on an ESA-provided Ariane 5 rocket, is a 4,200-kilogram
spacecraft built around a 2.4-meter primary mirror donated to NASA a decade ago by the
National Reconnaissance Office. Like JWST, Roman will operate from the Earth-sun L-2
Lagrange point, a region of space about 1.5 million kilometers from the Earth in the direction
away from the sun. The launch contract announced July 19 is more than 65% higher than the
$152.5 million deal NASA and SpaceX signed in September for a 2024 Falcon Heavy launch
of the GOES-U weather satellite. It’s also roughly 40% higher than the $178 million Falcon
Heavy contract NASA awarded last July for a 2024 launch of the Jupiter-bound Europa Clipper
mission. Falcon Heavy’s commercial list price is $97 million, a $7 million price hike SpaceX
announced in March citing “excessive levels of inflation.”

Blue Origin’s next New Shepard suborbital flight will include the first
space travelers from Egypt and Portugal. Also onboard will be: Coby
Cotton, a YouTube celebrity known for a program called Dude Perfect;
British-American explorer Vanessa O’Brien; Clint Kelly III, an inventor
and former DARPA project manager; and telecommunications executive
Steve Young. At press time, the launch was slated for Aug. 4.

NASA is delaying the launch
of a lunar rover mission by a
year to perform more testing
of its lander. NASA said July 18
that the Volatiles Investigating
Polar Exploration Rover (VIPER)
mission will launch in November
2024 to the moon’s south
pole, a year later than planned.
NASA said it directed additional
ground testing of the Griffin
lunar lander that Astrobotic
is building to deliver VIPER
under a task order through the
agency’s Commercial Lunar
Payload Services program. That
task order, originally worth $199
million, has now increased to
$320 million to cover additional
testing and other work on the
rover. VIPER will search for
water ice at the lunar south
pole, which interests scientists
and those planning future
human missions.

Masten Space Systems, a company developing a lunar lander for a NASA mission, filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy July 28 with plans to sell one of its major assets to a competitor.
Masten is one of five firms that had won Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) awards from
NASA to deliver payloads to the lunar surface. NASA issued a $75.9 million award to Masten in
April 2020 to deliver a suite of experiments to the lunar surface using its XL-1 lander. The mission,
originally scheduled for 2022, was pushed back to November 2023 because of pandemic-
related supply chain issues. Masten’s largest creditor is SpaceX, which it owes $4.6 million for the
planned XL-1 launch. Masten plans to sell its SpaceX launch credit to Intuitive Machines, another
lunar lander company. Other major creditors include Psionic, a developer of navigation systems;
another lunar lander company, Astrobotic; NuSpace, an aerospace components supplier; and
propulsion company Frontier Aerospace.

MASTEN FILES FOR CHAPTER 11
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ASA and the European Space

Agency have revised their

plans to return samples from

Mars, removing a rover and its

lander from the effort and replacing them

with helicopters modeled on Ingenuity.

At a July 27 briefing, officials with the

two space agencies discussed the latest

version of the planned Mars Sample Re-

turn campaign, with the goal of returning

to Earth in 2033 samples currently being

collected by the Perseverance rover.

In March, NASA said it would split a sample

retrieval lander into two separate landers.

One lander would carry an ESA-provided

“fetch rover” that would pick up samples

cached by Perseverance and return them to

a second lander containing a rocket called

the Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) that would

launch the samples into orbit. ESA’s Earth

Return Orbiter would collect the sample

package and return it to Earth in 2033. The

two landers, NASA said then, were needed

since a single lander that could carry both

the MAV and the fetch rover had become

too large to land using technologies demon-

strated on previous landers.

The new concept, though, does away

with the fetch rover and its lander. Instead,

NASA and ESA will rely primarily on Perse-

verance to bring the samples to the lander

with the MAV. An ESA-provided robotic

arm will transfer the samples from Perse-

verance to the MAV.

“Key to our new architecture is a recent

assessment of Perseverance’s reliability and

life expectancy based on its performance

to date,” said Jeff Gramling, director of the

Mars Sample Return program at NASA. That

assessment, along with the performance

of the similar Curiosity rover, which will

mark 10 years on Mars next month, led the

agencies to conclude that Perseverance

will be able to deliver samples to the lander.

“We have confidence that the rover will

be available to deliver samples to the sample

retrieval lander in 2030, when we need it

to be,” he said.

As a backup, the lander will bring with

it two helicopters similar to Ingenuity, the

small helicopter delivered as part of the

Perseverance mission and which far ex-

ceeded expectations. The helicopter was

originally planned to conduct no more than

five flights during its nominal monthlong

mission, but has flown 29 times over more

than a year of operations.

Richard Cook, manager of the Mars

Sample Return program office at the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory, said the new helicopters

Mars choppers displace fetch
rover in sample-return plan

JEFF FOUST

would be slightly heavier than Ingenuity.

Each would be equipped with robotic arms

to grapple sample tubes and have wheels

on their landing legs. The wheels, he said,

would allow the helicopters to land near a

sample tube and then roll up to it to grab

it. The helicopters would then fly back to

the lander and roll up to it.

“They would be used as a backup to

bring the tubes back to the lander,” he

said. “There’s also the possibility we could

do other things with it, such as observing

the area around the lander and potentially

taking pictures of the MAV launch.”

Gramling said eliminating the fetch rover

and its lander would reduce the risk of the

overall Mars Sample Return campaign. “This

mission is simpler. It’s less organizationally

complex,” he said. “We believe now that we

have an architecture that is simpler and will

position us for success.”

6 | SPACENEWS AUGUST 2022

The revised Mars Sample Return strategy does away with a “fetch rover” and its lander, relying instead on
the Perseverance rover and helicopters based on Ingenuity.
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It will also presumably be less expensive,

but Gramling did not provide any estimates

of the cost savings. “Obviously, one lander is

much less expensive than two,” he said, but

deferred any cost estimates until the mission

reaches a milestone called Key Decision

Point C, where the agency sets cost and

schedule commitments, in about a year.

Two years ago, NASA and ESA estimated

the overall cost to the agencies for all the

missions in the full Mars Sample Return

campaign to be at least $7 billion. An in-

dependent review several months later

estimated that cost to rise by on the order

of $1 billion. NASA did not disclose how

much the two-lander approach considered

earlier this year would cost.

ESA will save significant money by not

building the fetch rover, which comes as

it works to try to find a new way to launch

its ExoMars mission and the Rosalind

Franklin rover after terminating coop-

eration with Roscosmos. David Parker,

director of human and robotic exploration

at ESA, said the project has been working

“at great speed” on alternative concepts

for the mission.

“There’s been some excellent discus-

sions between NASA and ESA to explore

the different options getting Rosalind

Franklin to Mars,” he said. However, ESA

ruled out using Rosalind Franklin as the

Mars Sample Return fetch rover because

of significant differences in design. Parker

said a decision on the future of ExoMars

would come at ESA’s ministerial meeting

in November.

Thomas Zurbuchen, NASA associate

administrator for science, said on the call

that he’s been giving talks recently about

the James Webb Space Telescope, which

released its first science observations in

July after a successful launch and com-

missioning that came only after years

of delays and billions of dollars in cost

overruns.

He said he sees comparisons between

JWST and Mars Sample Return. “Both are

historic missions. Both are international.

They’re big missions that are both difficult

but are very much worth doing.”SN

The Fault-tolerant GR740 quad-core LEON4FT processor System-on-Chip successfully
completed Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) qualifi cation and can continue to meet some 
of the most demanding processing challenges of future space missions, with the added
assurance of QML pedigree. This state-of-the-art radiation-hardened processor is ideal for
spacecraft on-board computers, payload processing, high altitude avionics and other high
reliability aerospace applications.

Space Grade
Qualifi cation

The Fault-tolerant GR740 quad-core LEON4FT processor System-on-Chip successfully 

www.caes.com/gaisler
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NEWS CIVIL SPACE

C
ongress has passed the first

NASA authorization bill in

more than five years, formally

extending operations of the

International Space Station and backing

NASA’s Artemis exploration effort.

The House passed on a 243–187 vote

July 28 the “Creating Helpful Incentives

to Produce Semiconductors (CHIPS) and

Science Act,” a day after the Senate passed

the bill on a 64–33 vote. President Biden

has stated he supports the bill and will

sign it into law.

The bill was primarily a vehicle for

supporting domestic manufacturing of

semiconductors, but one portion of the

bill included NASA authorization leg-

islation. That portion, released a week

before the final votes, extends NASA’s

authorization to operate the ISS from

2024 to 2030. It also formally authorizes

a “Moon to Mars Program” that includes

the Artemis campaign of lunar missions

and eventual human missions to Mars.

The bill’s passage came two days after

Yuri Borisov, the new head of the Russian

space agency Roscosmos, announced

that Russia would leave the ISS after 2024.

However, NASA officials said they have

received no notification from Roscosmos

of its intent to leave the ISS partnership.

“We haven’t received any official word

from the partner as to the news today,”

Robyn Gatens, ISS director at NASA Head-

quarters, said July 26 at the ISS Research

and Development Conference.

She speculated the comments re-

ferred to long-term plans by Russia to

U.S. Congress
extends ISS to 2030

JEFF FOUST

of the House space subcommittee, said

in a statement after the House passed the

bill. “This bill is a big win for space policy,

the U.S. space program and NASA.”

Nelson, in his statement, thanked sev-

eral members of Congress of both parties

for their work on the NASA portion of the

CHIPS and Science Act. However, some

of the Republicans he thanked voted

against the final bill.

Among them was Rep. Frank Lucas

(R-Okla.), ranking member of the House

Science Committee. In comments on

the House floor, he said he was voting

against the bill because of efforts by

Senate Democrats, announced only after

the Senate passed the act, to move ahead

with a separate bill through the budget

reconciliation process.

“For better or for worse — and it’s very

clearly for the worse — the CHIPS and

Science Act has been irrevocably tied to

a massive tax hike and spending spree

in reconciliation,” he said in his speech,

announcing his intent to vote against

the bill, but added that his decision “is in

no way a reflection of my feelings about

the transformational research policies

in this bill.”

In the House, 24 Republicans voted

for the CHIPS and Science Act, joining

all the House Democrats but one who

voted “present.” SN

NASA Administrator Bill Nelson, a former
senator, said the passage of the new NASA
authorization act demonstrated “continued
bipartisan support” for agency priorities.

build its own national space station, the

first modules of which are unlikely to be

launched before late this decade. “I think

the Russians, just like us, are thinking

ahead to what’s next for them,” she said.

The bill will be the first NASA autho-

rization act to become law since the

NASA Transition Authorization Act of

2017 in March 2017. That, in turn, was

the first NASA authorization act enacted

since 2010. In the last five years, there

have been several attempts at new NASA

authorization bills, including versions

that passed one branch of Congress

but not both.

NASA Administrator Bill Nelson, who

as a senator worked on several NASA

authorization bills, welcomed the new

bill. “This act shows continued biparti-

san support of NASA’s many missions,

including our Moon to Mars approach,

as well extension of U.S. participation in

the International Space Station to 2030,”

he said in a statement.

Industry groups also backed the bill.

“It is encouraging to see Congress pri-

oritize the enhancement of NASA tech-

nology, infrastructure, and workforce in

this legislation, while also authorizing

key programs including Artemis, ISS

extension, sustainable aviation x-plane

demonstrators, space nuclear systems,

and a wide range of science missions,”

said Eric Fanning, president and chief

executive of the Aerospace Industries

Association, in a July 27 statement after

the Senate’s passage of the act.

“I am thrilled to have helped craft and

secure the first NASA authorization in

five years,” Rep. Don Beyer (D-Va.), chair
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In the next few months, though, the

industry’s attention will shift to a larger

class of rockets, sometimes called ”mini-

launchers,” capable of placing about a

metric ton into orbit. Firefly Aerospace is

gearing up for its second Alpha launch

a year after its inaugural flight failed, but

with more changes at the company than

on the rocket. Two other companies, ABL

Space Systems and Relativity Space, are

preparing for their first launches.

ALPHA’S SECOND CHANCE
Last September, Firefly’s first Alpha lifted

off from Vandenberg Space Force Base —

and was almost immediately doomed.

Fifteen seconds after liftoff, one of four

first-stage engines shut down because of

what the company later determined to be

a faulty electrical connection that closed

propellant valves. The rocket continued

to ascend for two minutes until it reached

maximum dynamic pressure, causing it

to tumble. Range termination systems

then blew up the rocket.

The fix for that specific problem was

straightforward, but the company has used

the time since the failure to improve how

it produces rockets. “What we’ve done in

the year since we launched is a step change

in the processes that we have internally,”

Peter Schumacher, interim chief executive

of Firefly, said in an interview in July. “It’s

around ensuring that the product sitting

out there is the absolute best product that

we can produce.”

The second Alpha is in a hangar at

Vandenberg and is ready for launch, other

than conducting a wet dress rehearsal and

static-fire test that Schumacher estimated

will take place about two weeks before

launch. Firefly, for now, is waiting on a

launch license from the Federal Aviation

Administration and then working around

other launches at Vandenberg.

That license is pending work on a

new debris model for Alpha launches.

When the range detonated the first Alpha

rocket, debris drifted outside the expected

corridor, in some cases landing in towns
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Big plans for
mini-launchers

M
ost of the enthusiasm

about small launch vehicles

has focused on the very

smallest ones, those

capable of placing a few hundred, and

in some cases just a few dozen, kilograms

JEFF FOUST

into low Earth orbit. Some of them have

been quite successful, like Rocket Lab’s

Electron, which has launched five times in

the first seven months of the year. Others,

less so: Astra’s Rocket 3 has failed in five of

its seven orbital launch attempts, including

its most recent launch in June with two

NASA Earth science cubesats on board.

ABL’S  RS 1
1,350 kg to LEO

RELATIVITY’S
TERRAN 1

1,250 kg to LEO

FIREFLY’S ALPHA
1,170 kg to LEO

New rockets from ABL, Firefly and Relativity
are ready to rumble



near Vandenberg. The debris, made

of carbon composite materials, caused

no damage but raised safety concerns.

“We have the unfortunate precedent

of being the first large composite rocket

ever to be terminated,” Schumacher said.

The debris model they had used assumed

rockets with metallic structures, which

break up differently than composite ones.

Firefly worked with another company and

the FAA on an improved model that was

nearing final approval.

Depending on when the company

received its FAA launch license and

the schedule of other launches from

Vandenberg, he predicted Firefly would
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be ready to attempt an Alpha launch in

late August or early September.

Firefly itself has arguably changed more

in the last year than its Alpha rocket. Max

Polyakov, the Ukrainian entrepreneur who

rescued the former Firefly Space Systems

from Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2017, put

his majority stake in the company up for

sale in December 2021 at the request of the

Committee on Foreign Investment in the

United States (CFIUS). Firefly didn’t explain

what prompted the CFIUS request but

speculated it was linked to rising tensions

ahead of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

Polyakov’s Noosphere Venture Partners

sold that stake in Firefly in February to AE

Industrial Partners (AEI), a private equity

firm that created Redwire Space in 2020

through the acquisition of several space

technology companies and invested in

Sierra Space, Terran Orbital and Virgin

Orbit. AEI led a $75 million Series B round

raised by Firefly in March.

In June, Tom Markusic, co-founder

of Firefly, announced he was stepping

down as chief executive but would remain

on the company’s board and serve as a

chief technical adviser. Schumacher,

a partner at AEI, stepped in as interim

chief executive.

He made it clear in the interview that

he does not plan to lead Firefly for long.

The company has hired a recruiter, Korn

Ferry, to identify candidates for the job,

with a goal of having a new chief executive

in place by mid-August.

In the meantime, Schumacher said

he’s been working to find ways Firefly

can benefit from other AEI portfolio

companies. That included bringing in

executives from Atlas Aerospace, which

makes aircraft components such as doors

used on the Boeing 737. “They went

through the entire machining, production

and assembly areas at Firefly and brought

their expertise to bear,” he said. “They’re

working to bring efficiencies in and

machining times down to a quarter of

what they were before.”

That efficiency is needed as Firefly

looks to increase its launch rate in 2023. If

the upcoming Alpha launch is successful,

Firefly expects to conduct another Alpha

launch late in the year, carrying cubesats

on a contract through NASA’s Venture

Class Launch Services (VCLS) program.

The company is planning up to six

launches in 2023.

Schumacher said Firefly will build rockets

on a schedule and then find customers

for them rather than produce rockets

once contracts are signed. “I’m getting

the company on the mindset that we

need a rocket manufactured every two

to three months,” he said. “Then I put it

on the business development team to go

The second Firefly Alpha rocket in its hangar at Vandenberg Space Force Base in California undergoing
final launch preparations.
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from Kodiak. The company completed

a new upper stage and ran a series of

acceptance tests in May, correcting the

flaw that caused the hard start.

Dan Piemont, president of ABL, said in

mid-July the company was still conducting

post-test analysis. “It’s premature to

sell that rocket. So, regardless of whether

or not we have a paying customer, we’re

going to have a rocket ready.”

That approach could give Firefly the

flexibility to pursue customers who need

launches on short notice, such as national

security responsive launch programs.

The company is also in the process of

being added to NASA’s Venture-Class

Acquisition of Dedicated and Rideshare

(VADR) contract for smallsat launches. The

company missed out on VADR when NASA

announced an initial set of 12 providers

in January, Schumacher said, because

the CFIUS request forced the company to

break off negotiations with NASA.

RS1 AND TERRAN 1
While Firefly prepares for its second Alpha

flight, two other companies are gearing

up for the first flights of similarly sized

rockets. ABL Space Systems has its first

RS1 rocket at Pacific Spaceport Complex

– Alaska on Kodiak Island, going through

the final preparations for its inaugural

launch.

That included a static-fire test of the

rocket’s first stage at Kodiak on July

9, confirming it was ready to fly. “The

operation verified our startup sequence

and stage level engine performance,” said

Harry O’Hanley, chief executive of ABL,

noting the company completed the test

on the first try.

RS1 is a vehicle capable of placing up

to 1,350 kilograms into low Earth orbit

for $12 million a launch. The vehicle has

Lockheed Martin as an anchor customer:

the aerospace giant signed a contract in

2021 for up to 58 RS1 launches over the

next decade, and also selected the rocket

to perform a “U.K. Pathfinder” launch for

the U.K. Space Agency from the Shetland

Islands in 2023.

ABL was on a path to conduct the

first RS1 launch earlier this year, but the

upper stage it built for that launch was

destroyed in a testing mishap in January

at the Mojave Air and Space Port in

California. O’Hanley said that the upper

stage engine suffered a “hard start”: anAB
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explosive rise in energy in a rocket engine

when propellants are ignited. The hard

start triggered a fire at the aft end of the

stage that led to the complete failure of

the stage 20 seconds later.

Before the failure, ABL expected to be

ready for a first launch as soon as February

Static fire of the first stage of the first RS1 rocket at Kodiak, Alaska, July 9.



set a launch window,” but projected

a minimum of four to six weeks, or

sometime in the latter half of August,

before the company would be ready for

a launch. As of late July, the company

did not yet have an FAA launch license,

nor had aviation or maritime notices of

a launch been issued.

At Cape Canaveral, Relativity Space

has been performing tests of its first

Terran 1 rocket at Launch Complex 16.

That included briefly igniting the nine

engines in the first stage. The company

has not set a launch date for the mission,

whimsically named “Good Luck, Have

Fun,” but has suggested it could take place

in the next couple of months.

Relativity is best known for making

extensive use of additive manufacturing

to produce the rocket. Even as it tests the

first Terran 1 on the pad at Cape Canaveral,

it is printing the second Terran 1 for a

NASA VCLS mission at its Long Beach,

California, factory.

The Terran 1, capable of placing up

to 1,250 kilograms into low Earth orbit,

is in danger of being overshadowed

by the much larger Terran R, a fully

reusable launch vehicle Relativity

announced last year with a payload

performance similar to SpaceX’s

Falcon 9. Relativity estimates having

the Terran R ready as soon as 2024. It

has a backlog of more than 20 launches

under contract, including a deal with

OneWeb announced in June for its

second-generation satellites.

Relativity says it has five Terran

R customers but has only identified

OneWeb. Tim Ellis, chief executive of

Relativity, called those other customers

“top satellite operators we are extremely

excited about having on our manifest.”

Relativity has announced several

customers for Terran 1, including

Iridium and Telesat, the latter for its

future LEO constellation. The Iridium

contract, announced in June 2020,

included up to six launches, each
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carrying a single spare satellite currently

in ground storage.

However, Iridium announced July

26 that it signed a contract with an

unnamed company to launch five of its

spare satellites next year for $35 million.

In an earnings call, Matt Desch, chief

executive of Iridium, said the launch

contract was not with Relativity but

declined to name the provider. Iridium

previously launched its satellites on

Falcon 9 missions, including five on

one launch it shared with an Earth

science mission.

Desch said Iridium’s contract with

Relativity remains in effect. “It offered

the opportunity to launch but didn’t

require a specific number of satellites to

launch,” he said. With the contract with

the unnamed provider for five satellites,

Iridium has just one spare left to launch

on a Terran 1.

Firefly’s Schumacher is keeping an

eye on the competition but feels his

company has an advantage given its

experience with its first launch attempt

and overall capabilities. “The more I

learned, the more I am excited about

where Firefly is,” he said. “Our competitors

may make the news more and they’re a

little more splashy, but when you think

about where they are relative to where

we are, we are in such a better position

from a technology perspective and a

maturity perspective.”

“Once we demonstrate our technology

on this flight,” he said of the upcoming

Alpha launch, “the market is going to see

what I see where we are relative to our

competitors and be quite impressed.”SN

First stage of Relativity Space’s first Terran 1 rocket on the pad at Cape Canaveral’s Launch Complex 16 in
July.
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of five per day, compared with slightly

more than one a day from 2012 to 2021.

(Euroconsult defines small satellites as

those weighing up to 500 kilograms.) That

will only happen, though, if manufacturers

can find the necessary parts.

Even before COVID and the war, analysts

warned suppliers would be hard-pressed

to satisfy the soaring demands of the small

satellite manufacturing sector.

“A market that has historically been

relatively slow to develop will now

experience an accelerated expansion,”

analyst Shagun Sachdeva wrote in “SmallSat

Growth on Shaky Foundation,” a 2019

report for consulting firm Northern Sky

Research. “This is bound to put immense

pressure on the existing infrastructure and

the different stakeholders in the supply

and value chain.”

Specifically, the report warned that the

limited pool of satellite suppliers would

struggle to keep up with demand. At the

same time, new entrants would have

trouble gaining a foothold in a market that

puts a premium on proven components

and long-term relationships. Further

complicating the equation are export-

control rules like the U.S. International

Traffic in Arms Regulations that limit global

trade of certain spacecraft subsystems.

PANDEMIC AND WAR
Demand for space-related parts and materials

“was exploding before COVID and before the

war,” which “have exacerbated the supply

issues,” said Alexandre Najjar, Euroconsult

senior consultant. “Overall, the supply issues

are driving cost increases and lead time.

We see delays, delays, delays everywhere.”

Successive pandemic waves temporarily

halted the mining of gold, copper and

platinum group metals needed for batteries

and electronic devices. As schools and offices

closed, heightened demand for computers,

game consoles and mobile devices raised

demand for microchips.

Meanwhile, the pandemic wreaked

havoc on the aviation sector. A slump

in passenger traffic and a rise in cargo

transportation forced firms that supplied

SUPPLY CHAIN
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CK

Supply Chain Woes

N
ot long ago, small satellite

manufacturers were

confident their suppliers

would deliver needed parts

and components on schedule. Sure, there

were hiccups. But overall, supply was

sufficient to meet demand.

Then the COVID-19 pandemic

followed by the war in Ukraine dealt

a one-two punch to the global supply

chain at a time when demand was

surging due to ever-growing small

satellite constellations.

“Everything is balancing on us to be

able to provide what is needed because

if we don’t, it will have a domino effect

and the whole NewSpace industry will

come close to collapse,” said Istvan Lorinz,

Morpheus Space president and co-founder.

Microchips are in short supply. So are

electronic components, certain thrusters,

DEBRA WERNER

steel bearings for reaction wheels and

various gases.

“We get surprised sometimes because

there are certain things that we think

should be available and they aren’t,”

said Luis Gomes, AAC Clyde Space chief

executive. “On other occasions, it is the

opposite. For certain parts, we have heard

that there is a shortage and there isn’t.”

GROWING DEMAND
Supply chain issues are cropping up at

an inflection point for the small satellite

industry. Launch capacity is increasing

alongside demand for Earth-observation

data and satellite communications.

Meanwhile, the ongoing miniaturization

of electronic components enables

manufacturers to build increasingly

capable small satellites.

Euroconsult expects companies and

government agencies worldwide to launch

1,846 small satellites annually, an average

How pandemic and war dealt a double whammy to a supply
chain already struggling to keep up



components for aircraft and spacecraft

to look for new markets or halt production

altogether.

Just as some of those issues were abating,

Russia invaded Ukraine, the world’s dominant

supplier of noble gases, including neon,

xenon and krypton. Xenon and krypton are

common propellants for electric satellite

thrusters, and all three gases are used in

semiconductor manufacturing.

Western sanctions to penalize Russia

for its invasion of Ukraine are preventing

OneWeb and other satellite manufacturers

from buying thrusters from Russia-based

electric propulsion company EDB Fakel.

Meanwhile, steel production is suffering

because Ukraine and Russia provide raw

materials and finished products.

In recent years, Blue Canyon Technologies,

a Raytheon subsidiary, has doubled its sales

forecast for reaction wheels, which the

company’s component business produces

for its own buses and sells to other satellite

manufacturers. For the moment, though,

it’s hard to find enough steel bearings.

“That is one of the specific challenges

that we’ve had with our local vendors,” said

Jeff Schrader, Blue Canyon Technologies

president.

PERSISTENCE REQUIRED
It often takes twice or three times as long as

before the pandemic to acquire materials,

components and subsystems.

“You have to design around the supply

chain bottlenecks,” said Joel Sercel, Trans

Astronautica Corp. president and CEO.

Blue Canyon is combining orders

stemming from different contracts to

stock up on everything from solar arrays

to screws. “That helps the supply chain,

and it helps us make sure that we can hit

the schedule,” Schrader said.

Blue Canyon also is leaning on Raytheon’s

supply chain expertise. “They help us focus

on things like long-term agreements and

negotiations with our subcontractors, so

they benefit, we benefit, and our customer

benefits,” Schrader said.

NanoAvionics began bulk buying

components in 2020. “Back then, we
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noticed the first signs of unusual market

behavior and took steps to invest in our

stock,” Regimantas Gervelis, NanoAvionics

head of production, said by email. “The

difference we see now when ordering a

part or component is that it takes much

more effort to achieve the same results. For

example, it requires more calls and more

persistence to buy some components.”

Xplore employees constantly check in

with suppliers to get schedule updates. “I

think that’s how any business has to be run

right now, especially in the space industry,”

said Lisa Rich, Xplore founder and chief

operating officer.

Worse than delays and price hikes is

uncertainty. AAC Clyde suppliers sometime

can’t quote prices or commit to delivery

schedules for future orders.

“It can be quite challenging,” Gomes said.

“We have changed some designs. In other

cases, we are placing orders in advance of

needing anything that is long lead or on

the critical path of design.”

VERTICAL INTEGRATION
Supply chain constraints are helping fuel a

trend toward vertical integration in satellite

manufacturing.

“This was already a significant trend

before COVID and before the war,” Najjar

said. “This is just going to become the

new norm.”

Satellogic has a dedicated team

managing its global supply chain, but it is

largely focused on buying parts because

Satellogic produces its own subsystems.

“Companies that are less vertically

integrated are suffering a little bit more,”

said Emiliano Kargieman, Satellogic

founder and CEO.

 Blue Canyon executives also see the

benefits of vertical integration. “We’re

more agile because of our components,”

Schrader said. “That’s one of the reasons

Raytheon procured Blue Canyon.” SN

A NanoAvionics technican works on a 6U satel-
lite assembly.

The number of smallsats launched rose dramatically between 2012 and 2021. Most of the increase

occurred during the first two years of the COVID-19 pandemic that has disrupted global supply chains.
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needed to operate its first satellite within

the initial seven-year deadline to preserve

its frequencies.

A cursory survey of the ITU’s filing

database uncovers 384 filings that appear

to be subject to Resolution 35, notes

George John, a senior associate at law

firm Hogan Lovells.

While quirks in the database’s search

features that prevent precise queries make

this tally imperfect, and some NGSO

operators enlist multiple filing for one

constellation, these filings conservatively

represent tens of thousands of proposed

satellites.

EXTENSION REQUEST
The ITU said in July that it rejected a

petition for a one-year extension for all

constellations subject to ITU Resolution 35.

The petition was submitted by the

government of Liechtenstein and its U.S.-

based industrial partner, Rivada Space

Networks, on behalf of all NGSO operators.

Rivada acquired the spectrum filings in

early 2022, after their former holder had

already brought them into use in 2020,

seeking to kickstart a project that continues

to be mired by shareholder disputes.

However, the company now has to

launch 10% of its planned 600 satellites by

September 2023 to keep its frequencies.

With just over a year to put up its first

REGULATORY MERCY
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W
hen international

regulators adopted

deployment milestones

in late 2019 to rein in a

flood of proposed satellite constellations,

they could not have foreseen the havoc

a pandemic was about to wreak across

the industry.

COVID-19 jammed up satellite

manufacturing supply chains, disrupted

workforces and shook financial markets,

piling on extra burdens and delays for

satellite projects.

Even as the pandemic loosens its

grip on the industry two-and-a-half

years later, space companies face fierce

macroeconomic headwinds and a looming

launch capacity crunch.

The war in Ukraine has also exasperated

the industry’s manufacturing and

launch constraints. Russia’s invasion

has disrupted the availability of noble

gases used by electric satellite thrusters

and semiconductor manufacturers, and

prompted international sanctions that

have taken Soyuz rockets off the table

for those in the West.

Will regulators show mercy for

constellation hopefuls battling

unprecedented manufacturing and

launch constraints outside their control?

JASON RAINBOW

KEEPING TO SCHEDULE
The International Telecommunication

Union (ITU), an affiliate of the United

Nations, regulates spectrum rights for

satellites in non-geostationary orbit

(NGSO) globally.

The ITU’s task has become increasingly

challenging as technology advancements

sparked a recent surge of spectrum

applications for NGSO constellations.

To help separate applicants that are

truly building and launching satellites

from those more interested in hoarding

spectrum, the ITU adopted rules in

November 2019 that force NGSO operators

to hit deployment milestones or lose

their spectrum rights.

Under ITU Resolution 35, these

deployment milestones start seven years

after an application for the spectrum is

filed with the ITU, during which applicants

must deploy and operate their first satellite.

After those seven years, NGSO operators

need to launch 10% of their constellation

in two years, 50% in five years and 100%

in seven years.

If they fail to launch enough satellites

before these deadlines, or finish the

constellation within the total 14 years

allotted, their spectrum rights are limited

proportionally to the number deployed

before time ran out.

Previously, an NGSO project only

The case for extending constellation deployment deadlines

Seeking Regulatory Mercy



60 satellites, Rivada has yet to start

building spacecraft. Rivada spokesperson

Brian Carney said the company is

reviewing potential manufacturers for the

constellation after issuing a request for

proposals in the spring. “We continue to

make every effort to meet the applicable

deadlines and we expect to be able to

meet them,” Carney said.

However, he said “owing to international

conflict that has removed launch capacity

from the industry, together with the

economic effects of the pandemic and other

unforeseeable factors, every constellation

seeking launch and manufacturing capacity

is facing constraints outside its control.”

Carney said Rivada petitioned the ITU

for the extension “in part to raise awareness

of the industry conditions faced by all

NGSO constellation[s] currently in the

development stage.”

Rivada is “not surprised at the rejection

of our application,” he added, and expects a

final disposition of this matter to come the

next time the ITU meets to set rules in 2023.

Resolution 35 has a provision instructing

the ITU to report any difficulties it encounters

in implementing the milestone approach

at the next World Radiocommunication

Conference (WRC-23), a four-week meeting

that starts Nov. 20, 2023.

The ITU’s Radio Regulations Board (RRB)

currently only has the authority to grant

deadline extensions for individual NGSO

operators that can prove circumstances

beyond their control.

“The RRB has no authority to change

regulatory time limits in general but only

with respect to specific individual cases,”

an ITU spokesperson said.

These companies need to prove a

delay was caused by either an issue with

a satellite sharing the same rocket launch

or a force majeure event.

There are a number of conditions

for an event to qualify as force majeure,

including being completely out of the NGSO

operator’s control and not self-induced.

It must also be unforeseen — or if it was

foreseeable, then inevitable or irresistible

— and make it impossible for the NGSO
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operator to perform its obligation.

“Consequently, mere difficulty in

performing an obligation is not deemed

to constitute force majeure,” the ITU

spokesperson said via email.

There also has to be a direct connection

between the force majeure event and the

missed deadline.

“It must of course be made clear in

this regard that the causal connection

should not be the result of behaviour

willfully adopted by the obligor,” the ITU

spokesperson added.

UNPRECEDENTED CHALLENGES
Given how young the deployment-

milestone framework is for NGSO, Hogan

Lovells’ John expects more meaningful

inquiries and challenges in coming years.

“This next year will most certainly be

an interesting one, with the large number

of global NGSO constellations seeking

access and priorities for scarce spectrum

resources, layered atop priorities and

operations of existing operators” both

in NGSO and geostationary orbit, Hogan

Lovells partner Randy Segal added.

“We have certainly been watching

with interest applications at the ITU to

extend deadlines, and to see whether

and how the ITU’s position will change

and what those changes will mean for

operators.”

There is not enough satellite

manufacturing or launch capacity

available for every NGSO venture to

meet their milestones — even if they

can finance their plans, according to

Armand Musey, founder of New York-

based advisory firm Summit Ridge Group.

“There will be many NGSO systems

that really don’t have a chance to make

their milestones,” Musey said.

Amazon used its significant financial

power earlier this year to snap up 83 future

launches for its proposed Project Kuiper

constellation, which Musey believes

leaves little room for other NGSO projects.

“The only truly proven launch provider

that can scale launches is SpaceX and

they have their own competing NGSO

system,” he said.

Excluding SpaceX’s Starlink

constellation, Musey counts more than

55,000 approved satellites.

Even launching weekly and assuming

100 satellites per mission, it would take

SpaceX about 10 years to launch that

number.

Multiple small, medium and heavy

launch vehicles are currently in

development, but Musey expects none

to fly more than 10 times a year by 2024.

Forcing the industry to rush as many

launches as possible to meet satellite

deployment deadlines also has implications

for space sustainability.

With space environmental issues

rising to the top of international agendas,

regulators meeting at WRC-23 next

year might be encouraged to consider

whether their deadlines increase the risk

of space debris from rocket and satellite

failures. SN
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to compete in the national security

arena, Chris Johnson, head of Maxar’s

satellite manufacturing operations, told

SpaceNews. 
The geostationary satellite market

“is still important but not quite the size

that it was before,” he said. “So we are

working to transform this business and

diversify into other areas.” He said Maxar

is actively pursuing deals with the Defense

Department, DoD prime contractors and

U.S. intelligence agencies.

Johnson, whose official title is senior

vice president and general manager of

space, was a long-time Boeing satellite

executive before joining Maxar just over

a year ago to help the company raise its

profile in the U.S. government market.

Just four years ago, Maxar was

considering selling or even shutting

down its commercial geostationary

MAXAR

M
AX

AR

Maxar’s satellite
business looks to
gain foothold in
defense market

M
axar Technologies, a space

company headquartered

in Westminster, Colorado,

has gained global attention

with its high-resolution satellite images

of the Ukraine war.

BY SANDRA ERWIN

The company also operates a satellite

factory in Palo Alto, California, a business

that delivered more than 100 large

geostationary communications satellites

over the past three decades but now faces

headwinds from declining orders.

To offset a downturn in commercial

satellite sales, Maxar is positioning itself

Shown left to right: Intelsat 4PK
Satellites: Galaxy 31, Galaxy 32,
and Intelsat 40e.



(GEO) satellite business but instead

restructured it to emphasize smaller

satellites and government sales. “We

are not wavering at this point,” Johnson

said. “We’re investing in our people and

our processes and facilities and trying to

keep a clear focus.”

For decades, the company worked almost

exclusively with commercial customers

but has won some civil space contracts

in recent years from NASA. Although it

set a goal to split its sales one-third each

between commercial, civil and national

security space, Maxar has yet to score a

major defense deal.

Johnson said key target customers

are defense and intelligence agencies

pivoting to multi-orbit systems. He added

that future architectures will be a mix of

LEO, MEO (medium Earth orbit), GEO

and even beyond GEO satellites. “That’s

really where we’re headed.”
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In the national security sector, “we

have a number of active opportunities

right now,” he said.

One of those opportunities lies with

the Pentagon’s Space Development

Agency (SDA), an organization whose sole

purpose is to build a LEO constellation

of data transport and missile-tracking

satellites for DoD.

The company’s interest in SDA came

to light in October 2021 when Maxar

filed a bid protest over a solicitation SDA

had issued in August for the Transport

Layer Tranche 1, a procurement of 126

small satellites. Maxar challenged the

solicitation on the grounds that the terms

unfairly favored certain companies over

others. “There was an appearance that we

limited competition,” SDA Director Derek

Tournear said at the time.

The Government Accountability Office

dismissed the protest after SDA agreed

to cancel the solicitation and reopen a

new one under a different contracting

mechanism known as Other Transaction

Authority, which requires large defense

contractors to team up with commercial

players.

SDA in February awarded three

Transport Layer Tranche 1 procurement

contracts worth $1.8 billion to Lockheed

Martin, Northrop Grumman and York

Space Systems.

Johnson said Maxar has moved on

from the protest and continues to pursue

SDA contracts, although he could not

discuss specific bids.

“We had a lot of really candid discussions

with our partners on the government side

and our future partners,” he said. “That was

kind of a unique moment in time, and I

think we’ve moved forward and feel like

we have the right capabilities and value.”

According to multiple sources, Maxar

has been in discussions with defense

prime contractors that don’t have large in-

house satellite manufacturing operations

and would team with Maxar for an SDA

satellite contract.

On July 18, SDA announced it selected

L3Harris Technologies and Northrop

Grumman to each build 14 missile-warning

infrared satellites for the Tracking Layer.

Industry sources said L3Harris was strongly

considering Maxar as its satellite bus

supplier for the SDA Tracking Layer bid.

At press time, neither L3Harris nor

Northrop Grumman had revealed their

satellite manufacturing partners for

the SDA contract. Spokespersons for

L3Harris and Northrop Grumman said the

companies could not comment on any

teaming arrangements prior to official

announcements. A Maxar spokesman said

the company could not discuss specific

partnerships.

KEEPING PRODUCTION LINES GOING
At Maxar’s 80,000-square-meter factory in

the San Francisco Bay Area, approximately

2,000 workers are building 15 spacecraft,

including six WorldView Legion imaging

satellites for Maxar’s Earth observation

constellation.

Johnson said a top priority is to complete

the six Legion satellites and launch them to

orbit as soon as possible to meet growing

demands for 30-centimeter-resolution

optical imagery.  After years of delays, the

first two Legions are projected to launch

in September.

The other satellites currently in

production are geostationary spacecraft

for commercial customers, including

four Intelsat communications satellites

funded by C-band spectrum proceeds.

Fleet operators Intelsat and SES ordered

13 satellites in 2020 from Boeing, Maxar,

Northrop Grumman and Thales Alenia

Space. These operators have to clear C-band

Chris Johnson,
Maxar senior vice
president and
general manager
of space.

“We’re investing in our people and our
processes and facilities and trying to
keep a clear focus.” - Chris Johnson
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a 2016 contract, Maxar also developed

NASA’s On-Orbit Servicing, Assembly

and Manufacturing (OSAM-1) mission

that will refuel a satellite in LEO.

Most recently, Maxar delivered the solar

electric propulsion chassis for NASA’s

Psyche mission to explore an asteroid

orbiting between Mars and Jupiter. The

mission was projected to launch this year

but has been delayed due to software testing

issues. Johnson said he could not discuss

the specifics of the testing problems and

cited NASA’s recent comments that the

agency is trying to figure out a new plan

for Psyche.

Quilty noted that Maxar’s NASA

programs are tailing off, and the company

has not signed any new major deals to

replace them.

Hiring Johnson to run the space

infrastructure business was a clear sign

that Maxar is eager to up its game in the

government market, Quilty said. Under

Johnson’s tenure, Maxar has won

spectrum for cellular 5G networks to qualify

for $9.7 billion in incentive payments from

the Federal Communications Commission.

The C-band auction created an artificial

bump in the commercial satcom market,

and these orders will help Maxar keep

production lines going until at least 2024,

said industry analyst Chris Quilty of the

market research firm Quilty Analytics.

In addition to the six Legion and

four Intelsat C-band satellites, Maxar is

producing a next-generation Intelsat 40E,

two Sirius XM radio satellites, the Jupiter

3 comsat for EchoStar’s Hughes Network

Systems and a Legion-class geostationary

satellite for Ovzon, a Swedish provider of

broadband services.

Maxar has a relatively short window to

line up new customers before the current

backlog is completed, Quilty said.

“They need some wins,” he told

SpaceNews. 
In the face of a downturn in the GEO

satellite market, Maxar has been tryingM
AX

AR

to pivot toward the LEO sector but has

suffered setbacks, including a failed

bid to build Canadian operator Telesat’s

Lightspeed constellation. The business

also has been impacted by the trend

among satellite operators toward vertical

integration. Maxar, for example, used to

build imaging satellites for Planet’s SkySat

constellation before Planet transitioned to

in-house satellite manufacturing.

“A commercial LEO constellation or

a tranche of SDA business would be a

substantial and potentially game-changing

win for the company,” Quilty said.

He noted that Maxar scored a handful

of NASA contracts over the past few

years, helping to increase the company’s

government portfolio.

In 2019 Maxar was selected by NASA

to build and perform a spaceflight

demonstration of the lunar Gateway’s

power and propulsion element spacecraft,

a key component to NASA’s plans to

land astronauts on the moon. Under

Shown left to right: Intelsat 4PK Satellites: Galaxy 31 and Galaxy 32.



some small development programs

for government space demonstrations,

“orders that they hope they can turn into

bigger contracts.”

Quilty said Maxar is better positioned

for smaller orders of higher value satellites

than for mass-production of lower-cost

hardware. Going after high-volume,

low-cost production would require a

substantial retooling of their operations,

“which might not be a smart decision for

them,” he said. “Maxar, for better or worse,

is considered an old space manufacturing

company. Their expertise is in building

rugged, survivable hardware.”

The Legion bus is flexible enough

to serve any number of government

or commercial customers, Quilty said.

“Anytime you have a proven heritage

bus where you’ve got an existing

supply chain, it becomes an attractive

platform.”

Maxar has not disclosed the exact mass

of the Legion satellite but it’s estimated

to be between 700 and 800 kilograms, or

close to what SDA said would be the size

of its Tracking Layer satellites, “which is

a fairly large smallsat bus,” Quilty said.

DEFENSE MARKET MORE STABLE
Austin Moeller, aerospace and defense

analyst at the Canaccord Genuity

investment bank, estimated that Maxar’s

space infrastructure business is on track

to generate about $735 million of the

company’s projected $1.9 billion in overall

revenues for 2022.

Given the uncertainty in the commercial

GEO satellite market, the message from

Maxar leaders in recent earnings calls is

that once the C-band auctions are over,

the company will need government orders.

“DoD and the intelligence community

just tends to be a more stable market and

a lot less bumpy than the commercial

comsat market,” Moeller said. “And when

you look at the defense budget, the Space

Force has the fastest growing budget of

any of the service branches.”
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Having SDA as a customer would

be a major win for Maxar because the

agency intends to acquire several hundred

satellites in increments every two years

as it builds out tranches of its Transport

Layer and Tracking Layer, Moeller added.

“Certainly DoD has deep pockets

right now with the Ukraine conflict and

wanting to build out a distributed satellite

capability in orbit, and the bigger Space

Force budget,” he said, so it would be smart

for Maxar to start gaining a foothold in

that market.

Maxar’s Earth intelligence business has

been hugely successful on the government

side, having recently won a $3.2 billion

deal from the National Reconnaissance

Office to supply satellite imagery over

the next 10 years, Moeller noted. “So I’m

sure they’re trying to mirror that on the

satellite manufacturing side.”

INVESTMENTS PLANNED
A turning point for Maxar’s satellite

business came in December 2019 when

executives announced a deal to sell and

lease back the Palo Alto facility to boost

the company’s bottom line. Johnson

said the company made a deliberate

decision to keep manufacturing satellites

but decided it needed to compete

more aggressively in the defense and

commercial LEO segments.

Johnson said that the plan is to invest

in manufacturing capabilities to support

commercial, civil and national security

space and push commonality across all

three segments. “That’s really how you

get to speed, and that’s how you get the

price points down.”

Maxar is also investing in marketing

talent, he said. Selling to defense agencies

“Our heritage goes back to the begin-
ning of the space age,” said Johnson.
“What we need to do as Maxar is to
continue to tell that story.”

“takes some different sales chops” than

what is required for commercial sales.

“What is mission success for a commercial

customer might be different than how

the U.S. government customer or an

international government customer

might see it.”

At Maxar’s factory today, “it is kind of

standing room only,” said Johnson. At the

same time, the company recognizes that

it needs to move quickly to secure orders

to keep going into the future, he said.

Johnson pointed out that it was more

difficult for Maxar to compete for defense

and intelligence contracts until it officially

became a U.S. corporation about two

years ago when the company spun off

the Canadian subsidiary MDA. “Those

hurdles are now gone,” he said.

The Canadian firm MDA purchased

the Palo Alto-based satellite manufacturer

Space Systems Loral in 2012 and in

2017 acquired the Westminster-based

Earth-imaging firm DigitalGlobe. The

combined companies were rebranded

Maxar Technologies in 2018, and MDA

was sold off in 2020.

The company’s origin goes back to

1957. Western Development Laboratories,

a division of Philco, was the first building

block of what would eventually become

Maxar.

Western Development Laboratories

launched its first communications

satellite in 1960, The following year,

Philco was purchased by Ford Motor

Co. The combined Philco-Ford became

Space Systems Loral in 1990.

“Our heritage goes back to the beginning

of the space age,” said Johnson. “What

we need to do as Maxar is to continue

to tell that story.” SN
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In late March, Robert Braun became the new  of
the Laurel, Maryland-based Johns Hopkins A
Physics Laboratory’s (APL) Space Exploration S
a division involving civilian space exploratio  d
national security-related space programs.

B
efore taking on his new APL

duties, Braun was director for

planetary science at NASA’s Jet

Propulsion Laboratory.

Braun brings a wealth of space

technology expertise and organizational

skills to APL, having served as NASA’s

first Chief Technologist. Before that, he

was Dean of the College of Engineering

and Applied Science at the University

of Colorado Boulder and a faculty

member at the Georgia Institute of

Technology.

There’s no shortfall of APL

missions that Braun s o

championing. Curren  i

operation are the Parke  So a

Probe, the Double As e o d

Redirection Test (DART) t a  ll

showcase planetary de e se

technology, and New Ho iz

which flew past Pluto in 2015

and continues to cruise on a d

Future missions within s

portfolio include Europa C

to Jupiter, Dragonfly to Satu s
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 defense
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 onward.
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 Clipper

 Saturn’s

“Now is a good time to take stock of where
we are and determine who we want to be and
what’s the right path forward for the sector
and the lab in service of the nation. And that’s
exactly what we’re doing.”

Q&A ROBERT BRAUN
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moon Titan, and the Interstellar

Mapping and Acceleration Probe (IMAP).

SpaceNews correspondent Leonard
David interviewed Braun to find out

what’s on his agenda as he scopes out

his vision for APL.

Given your career path before
your APL job, what focus do
you want to bring to the lab?
I’ve had a number of different experiences

over the course of my career and have

learned from each and every one of

them. What I’m hoping to bring to this

existing role at APL is to apply all those

lessons learned and experiences to lead

the space sector forward.

The space enterprise at APL is a little

under 2,000 people. My message is that

we’re open for business. We’re a trusted

government partner, and we’re making

critical contributions in both civil and

national security space domains. We

had nine different flight deliveries in

this last year, a record for the sector.

Q&A ROBERT BRAUN

How do you foresee the future
of APL’s space sector?
What we’ve decided to do is something

like a decadal survey. We’re in the

midst of a strategic visioning process

in each sector. We are thinking about

where we want to be in 10 years and

how we get there? Now is a good

time to take stock of where we are

and determine who we want to be

and what’s the right path forward for

the sector and the lab in service of

the nation. And that’s exactly what

we’re doing.

Anything specific that you see
as potential growth areas?
Not in any priority order, there are at least

four areas of strength at APL that I think

we can build off of when we think about

the future. Space weather, astrobiology

and the search for life in the solar system

and elsewhere, cis-lunar for both civil

and national security reasons, and the

fourth is planetary defense.

It seems like we’ve entered
an open aperture on smallsat
development and the many
uses they can provide. What’s
your view?
Yes, smallsats are a big part of our nation’s

future in space. APL has been contributing

in that area. We have a large number of

successful smallsat missions, largely on

the technology side for national security

sponsors. We’re also taking those same

concepts and applying them now in the

civil space domain. One example would

be our NASA Electrojet Zeeman Imaging

Explorer (EZIE), which involves three

smallsats to characterize the electric

currents that link Earth’s aurora to the

planet’s magnetosphere. There’s nothing

‘EZIE’ about this mission. We just had

Preliminary Design Review and passed

Key Decision Point-C, with flying colors.

I think the capability of smallsats

for Earth observation, navigation,

communications, and even proximity

operations will only grow. This is

something that APL is keenly focused

on. Most of the missions that we’ve done

have been in support of national security

objectives. From an APL perspective, I

think you will see more and more of our

missions, both in the national security

space and civil space arena, being

small spacecraft. That’s mainly because

electronics just continue to miniaturize.

Pretty soon, a 12U smallsat is going to

be thought of as a big spacecraft!

Are you concerned about
moving technology that APL
has matured on classified
missions to an unclassified use?
That’s the sweet spot for APL. We work

with every facet of government that does

space. Not just NASA or the Department of

Defense, but the intelligence community,

Homeland Security, and more. We

work closely with the Space Force and

the intelligence community as we do

with NASA.

APL’s Electrojet Zeeman Imaging Explorer (EZIE) mission for NASA, a trio of smallsats to appraise the
electric currents that tie Earth’s aurora to the planet’s magnetosphere.



In my view, this insight and experience

benefit all government sponsors.

Technologies can move back and forth

between civil and national security

space, or we can leverage investments

across each area.

Any examples you could flag?
The heat shield technology used for

the Parker Solar Probe came out of

some national security missions. The

DART is another example. Basically, it

is a bullet hitting another bullet. Some

air and missile defense personnel and

technologies here at APL joined forces

with our space folks to create that mission

which is the first test of planetary defense.

How do you envision APL tap-
ping your talent concerning
your work on entry, descent
and landing (EDL) concepts?
Is that an area that could be
looked at by your APL team?
Absolutely. Of course, the biggest EDL

activity at APL right now is the Dragonfly

mission to Titan. I wouldn’t call it EDL.

I’d call it entry, descent and flight. EDF

is perhaps a better acronym for us.

Dragonfly is a rotorcraft, roughly the

size of the Perseverance rover now on

Mars. It flies right out of the backshell,

goes to its first landing spot, and explores

there, followed by many more liftoffs,

flights and landings across the surface

of Titan.

How about other avenues
beyond your Titan adventure?
I’m a big advocate for looking at low-

cost Mars exploration, both orbital and

landed concepts. I think there’s a lot

that the community could put forward

from a science perspective. I think there

are scientifically viable and compelling

Mars missions that could be done

for much, much lower cost than the

missions currently in development or

in consideration.

Mars is difficult to reach due to

planetary alignment once every 26

months. I think low-cost at Mars is maybe

a little bit different than low-cost at the

moon or low-cost in low Earth orbit.

Isn’t there an issue about
what scientists want, what
engineers can deliver, and at
what cost?
If you want to bring missions in on

cost, you must curb your appetite. You

can’t turn missions into Christmas trees,

adding every instrument conceivable.

You have to have a more streamlined

approach and willing to take de-scopes

and realize that this ship is not the last

ship out of town. It’s just the last ship

today out of town, and there will be a

follow-on mission where other science

objectives can be accomplished.

If we streamline our activities, whether

we’re talking about lunar exploration or

exploration of any of the planets…if we

streamline our thinking and prioritize

the most significant science objectives,

I think a lot of NASA’s missions could be

accomplished within cost or for lower cost.

In my recollection, APL has
been characterized as a threat
to JPL, in terms of compe-
tition. So how did moving
between the two institutions
strike you?
I’ve heard things like that in the community

as well. I don’t really subscribe to that

thinking. JPL is a great place and JPL

is JPL. APL is a great place and has no

intention of being JPL. APL is not a NASA

center. We have no reason to want to be

someone else. We don’t need to be NASA

Goddard and we don’t need to be JPL. We

need to be the best version of APL that we

can be. The idea of partnering with NASA

or its centers or various universities or

industry are all things that we’re looking

at, across a range of opportunities. Also,

in almost all of our missions, we have

international partners.

APL has a very active role
in plotting issues in NASA’s
rebooting of the Moon. How is
that work moving forward?
APL’s Lunar Surface Innovations

Consortium operates in collaboration

with the NASA Space Technology Mission

Directorate under the Lunar Surface

Innovation Initiative. Hundreds of

organizations are part of that consortium

that NASA now has access to through APL.

It’s a good model in which APL is also

actively engaging with small businesses

and universities that, perhaps, don’t

have the expertise to fly technologies in

space. We’re marrying some of the best

ideas from innovators from all around

the country to solve some of NASA’s

challenges. It’s a fascinating model and

I think it’s one that will pay dividends.

I think we could do a similar thing

in other areas, in space weather,

planetary defense and frankly, for Mars

exploration. SN

This interview has  been edited for length

and clarity.

“If we streamline our activities, whether we’re talking 
about lunar exploration or exploration of any of the 
planets…if we streamline our thinking and prioritize 
the most significant science objectives, I think a lot of 
NASA’s missions could be accomplished within cost or 
for lower cost.” 
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Taking the 
Number 8 Wire 
Mindset to Space

T
here is a Maori proverb: We are

all in this canoe together. It’s a

fitting saying for New Zealand.

Thousands of miles from the

nearest continent and at the edge of

the yawning Pacific Ocean, the island

nation embraces a certain self-reliance,

expressed locally as a “Number 8 wire”

mentality. It is a reference to the steel

wire that was once used widely on farms

but was also used creatively to make or

keep up any number of things, leading 

to a broader can-do ethos of innovat-

ing solutions with whatever tools are

on hand. It is this culture of sharing the

canoe and cutting one’s own path that 

shaped New Zealand’s space story in

unique ways. Indeed, no other country

does space quite like New Zealand.

Letting Business Lead the Way
In places like the United States and the

European Union, large government

space agencies act as the vanguard for

space access, generating demand for

space-related goods in the marketplace

while also encouraging businesses to

commercialize technologies and products

developed for space.

This is not how New Zealand’s space

ecosystem works. Instead, the private

sector leads the way, with the New Zea-

land Space Agency (NZSA) facilitating

and supporting commercial success.

This approach is partly a result of the

country’s neoliberal reforms in the 1980s

New Zealand’s Approach to the Space Economy
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(MBIE). The agency plays a vital role in

fostering commercial space activities,

although it also has an important role in

international collaboration, such as by

signing NASA’s Artemis Accords, and

promoting space-focused education. Still,

the main actors in New Zealand’s space

story are the Number 8 wire innovators 

growing a commercial space community

at a breathtaking pace.

The Tug and Pull of the Global Space
Ecosystem
In 2019, New Zealand’s space ecosystem

contributed $1.69 billion to the national

economy, directly employing some 5,000

people, with direct and indirect effects

creating 12,000 jobs total, according to a

Deloitte report conducted for the MBIE. 

These are striking figures for a nation

whose GDP was $204.9 billion in 2018,

with a labor force of just 2.6 million people.

To be sure, the star of the show is

Rocket Lab. Founded in 2006 by New

Zealander Peter Beck, the company

has notched a series of successes with

launch systems primarily suited for

placing small satellites in orbit. Today,

it bills itself as an end-to-end space

company. Its flagship rocket Electron

and ‘90s, during which markets were

deregulated, tariffs were removed, and

foreign investment was championed.

The reforms transformed the country’s

political and economic landscape and

brought New Zealand into the world

economy.

Tim Searle, a senior policy advisor at 

the NZSA, said: “The New Zealand space 

sector has been led by the development 

of a commercial industry in the country 

rather than a government decision to

start one. This allows us to be responsive

to the needs of the sector. In this respect,

New Zealand is unique, but the process is

replicable if you have the entrepreneurs

and a fertile ecosystem to make it happen.”

Through this lens, it follows that one

of the primary catalysts for New Zealand’s

recent and rapid ascension in the global

space community was the founding and

growth of Rocket Lab. It was largely that

company’s space ambition that prompted

the New Zealand government to take a

business-first approach and establish

legislation and regulation to promote safe

domestic launch endeavors. In 2016, the

country signed the Technology Safeguards

Agreement with the United States, opening

the country to the U.S. space market, and

in 2017, it enacted the Outer Space and

High-altitude Activities Act, along with

a regulatory regime covering licenses

and permits.

Today, the NZSA sits within the Ministry

of Business, Innovation and Employment



its New Zealand-based operations. Per-

haps more important than satisfying

immediate workforce needs is helping

the next generation of space innovators

find viable careers in New Zealand, rather

than abroad.

Yen-Kai Chen is a recent graduate of

the University of Auckland, where he

earned a Master of Science studying bi-

ology in space. His interest in the subject

matter came after he earned a bachelor’s

degree in science and was encouraged to

pursue his academic curiosity into how

life functions in space environments.

This led to a realization. He said: “This is

a field that can be done in New Zealand,

and I think it was a good achievement

to get into the field without pre-existing

expertise [in space subject matter].”

Chen noted how he had observed

support from NZSA helping students

access facilities and relationships that

are essential to space education and

research. As he said, “At the end of the

day, at least here in New Zealand and

particularly in the commercial sense,

there’s a lot that goes toward sustain-

ability because we have to make sure

the field can sustain itself.”

Chen aspires to earn a Ph.D. and

continue his research and work in his

home country. He is an example of and

a witness to the focused attention New

Zealand’s public and private sectors have

given to space education and workforce

development. And while the next genera-

tion of New Zealand’s space professionals

advance their country’s position in the

global space ecosystem, they will also

make valuable contributions to global

space activities for the benefit of all peo-

ple. The Maori proverb is apt. We are all

in this canoe together. SN

SHELLI BRUNSWICK IS CHIEF OPERATING

OFFICER OF THE SPACE FOUNDATION, A

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO-BASED

ADVOCACY GROUP.
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to retaining space companies and their

workforces in-country.

While financing and market opportu-

nity may be push factors for New Zealand

companies to look abroad, one vital pull

factor is a space-ready workforce.

Growing the Domestic Space
Workforce
A robust space ecosystem depends on a

skilled labor pool. It is not just scientists

and engineers but also those working

in business development, technology

commercialization, supply chain manage-

ment, education and a host of other areas.

This is a challenge for large spacefaring

nations, and it is perhaps even more so

in New Zealand, which has fewer than 5

million residents.

“Our biggest challenge is exactly the

same as everyone else’s biggest chal-

lenge, and that is talent,” said Rocket Lab

founder Peter Beck during an interview

at Space Foundation’s 37th Space Sym-

posium. “Right now, all we’re doing is

hiring off each other, and as an industry,

we have to build that pipeline of talent to

feed everything that is going on. We’re

at the starting point of this inflection,

and unless we can all feed talent to the

inflection, everyone is going to miss

their dates.”

With this awareness, Rocket Lab made

investments in New Zealand schools and

academic programs to promote interest

in STEM fields and space specifically, and

they weren’t alone. The NZSA also invested.

It has offered grants for developing space

educational resources. It established the

New Zealand Space Scholarships program,

and it also supports space-specific uni-

versity programs, such as the Te Pūnaha

Ātea – Auckland Space Institute.

The public and private encourage-

ment of space education and workforce

development is percolating and yielding

returns. According to Beck, there is a

pipeline of space-ready talent supporting

is proven, and it will soon send Rocket

Lab’s Photon spacecraft on a journey to

the Moon. In support of NASA’s Artemis

program, Photon will place Advanced

Space’s CubeSat, dubbed Cislunar Auton-

omous Positioning System Technology

Operations and Navigation Experiment

(CAPSTONE), into lunar orbit to test the

stability of the orbit intended for NASA’s

planned Lunar Gateway.

It is a striking success story with

an obvious twist — Rocket Lab is an

American company with a New Zealand

subsidiary, not the other way around. It

moved its registration from New Zealand

in 2013. This is a prime example of one

of the main challenges facing the New

Zealand space community. The small

size of the domestic market and the

availability of a skilled workforce leads

entrepreneurs to look abroad to grow

their businesses. It is a curious irony

that a nation regularly ranked by the

World Bank as one of the easiest places

to do business is faced with a challenge

of retaining the companies that arise

precisely for that reason.

“A recurring issue for New Zealand

is brain drain and foreign takeovers,”

said Dr. Nick Borroz, founder of Rotoiti,

a space consultancy in New Zealand.

“The fear is that it is hard to retain val-

ue-generating people here. This is a core

concern for economic policymakers. As

soon as people succeed, off they go. As

soon as a firm becomes successful, it

stops being Kiwi.”

Even as Borroz noted that “the standard

narrative is there’s not enough financing,”

he also pointed to the dozens of New

Zealand companies and space-focused

organizations delivering not just launch

capabilities but all the components of a

thriving space economy, including parts,

materials, software and services that

support space missions domestically and

globally. As these companies grow, perhaps

they will prove out workable approaches



Russia on the ISS are now unfortunately

much higher than the few remaining ben-

efits,“ Virts wrote in a July opinion piece for

The Hill. “I truly hope that we will someday

return to cooperation in a post-Putin Rus-

sia, but for now, NASA and other partner

nations must make the tough decision to 

begin the process of disengagement. The 

world is watching.”

Russia has since made that decision

easier, telegraphing its intent to leave the

ISS program after its current commitment

ends in 2024 rather than stick around until

the end of the decade as NASA and the

other partners intend to do.

“We will definitely fulfill all our obligations

to our partners, but the decision to with-

draw from this station after 2024 has been

made,” Yuri Borisov, the newly appointed

head of Russia’s space agency, told Putin, 

according to July 26 state media reports 

that quickly made international news. 

While Borisov’s successor, Dmitry

Rogozin, had conditioned Russia’s par-

ticipation in ISS beyond 2024 on lifting

Western sanctions, NASA has sought to

keep Roscosmos at the table while the

15-nation partnership formalizes an ex-

tension to 2030.

Whatever the intent behind Borisov’s

cagily worded pledge to leave, the U.S.

should accept the announcement at face

value and direct NASA to prepare for Rus-

sia’s departure instead of trying to keep the

marriage intact through 2030. Russia is

not a partner in peace and will not be for

years, if not decades, to come. NASA and 

its other partners should now formalize

Russia’s departure date and outline the

steps for achieving Russia’s overdue exit.

NASA leadership, however, appears un-

likely to advocate such a course of action.

In fact, in words and deeds, NASA appears

to be heading in the opposite direction

Doubling Down
On July 15, NASA doubled down on col-

laboration with Putin’s government with RO
SC

O
SM

O
S

Sealing the Airlock 
Behind Putin

S
ince Vladimir Putin launched his war

of conquest and genocide against

Ukraine on Feb. 24, there has been

a sea change in the West’s dealings

with Russia. Businesses and governments

have abandoned partnerships and trade at

the cost of billions of dollars. NATO coun-

tries have sent billions of dollars’ worth of

military equipment and assistance to repel

Russian invaders and help Ukraine survive

a fight unsought and undeserved. Two his-

torically neutral countries – Sweden and

Finland – are now working to join NATO, 

bringing the alliance to long stretches of 

the Russian border.

But at NASA, it has been business as

usual. While the Western world and much of

the global space industry severed ties with

Russia over the war, NASA’s administrator

and key managers for the International

COMMENTARY Greg Zsidisin

Space Station have continued to embrace

the pariah state as a valued partner. Doing

so lends Putin’s regime a highly undeserved

place of respect and undermines all the

other efforts to defend Ukraine and the

West from Russia.

This has certainly not gone unnoticed.

“NASA is on a very short list of entities still

in public partnership with Russia — even 

Starbucks, McDonald’s and Coca-Cola have

stopped doing business with the regime…

We can’t ignore that Roscosmos is now

part of Putin’s war machine,” noted Ann

Kapusta, executive director of the Space

Frontier Foundation, in March. “If they

haven’t already, NASA needs to begin the

process of severing ties.”

Former ISS commander and retired NASA

astronaut Terry Virts recently made similar

points. “The costs of our partnership with
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Russian cosmonauts Oleg Artemyev, Denis Matveev and Sergey Korsakov pose with a flag of the self-proclaimed 
Luhansk People’s Republic at the International Space Station in a photograph released July 4 by Roscosmos.



a new “seat swap” agreement on U.S. and

Russian taxi spacecraft to the ISS. NASA

bartered for more Soyuz seats despite the

availability of U.S. commercial alterna-

tives:  the SpaceX Dragon that is already

flying and Boeing’s Starliner that’s on the

way. This dual-provider solution ensures

access to the ISS and negates any claimed

technical need for cross-capability on

Russian taxi rides.

Russia’s involvement in the ISS, and

NASA’s praise of its Roscosmos colleagues,

are an insult to Ukraine and Western entities

that have sacrificed so much in coming to

its aid. The ISS’s public relations value was

clear in early July when the three cosmo-

nauts on the station celebrated Russia’s

bloody landgrab in eastern Ukraine by

raising the flags of two self-declared break-

away regions.  In a social media post about

the in-orbit flag ceremony, Roscosmos

declared Russia’s capture of the Luhansk

region as “a liberation day to celebrate both

on Earth and in space.” Notably, one of the

flag-waving cosmonauts, Oleg Artemyev,

was the ISS commander at the time, a

position that has by agreement changed

hands between the U.S. and Russia since

the start of the program.

Although NASA rebuked Roscosmos

for using the ISS for political purposes, this

likely won’t be the last such stunt Russia

pulls. Putin recently rewarded Belarus for

its help invading Ukraine with training

for Belarus cosmonaut candidates, one

of which Russia will fly to the ISS in 2023.

Count on Russia turning the mission into

another pro-war publicity coup.

Not Above Earthly Politics
In defending Russia’s continued partici-

pation in the ISS, NASA Administrator Bill

Nelson has peddled the absurd notion that

the ISS (and presumably NASA itself) rises

above Earthly matters.

First: The ISS is the very definition of

Earthly politics in action. NASA was mov-

ing forward with its own space station

well before Russia was brought onto the

program in the early 1990s following the

Soviet Union’s collapse. A primary reason

for this arrangement was to keep former

Soviet scientists and engineers from pro-

viding their services to countries like Iran

and North Korea. This “partnership” has

propped up the Russian space program

for decades. The U.S. has paid billions

of dollars to Russia for its contributions,

including Zarya, the first Russian ISS

module, not to mention paying for seats

on Soyuz taxis.

Second: The ISS is very much part of the

Earth, spatially and politically. At the scale

of a standard desktop globe of 30 centime-

ters, the ISS flies less than 10 millimeters

over the surface. The ISS may be in freefall,

completing an orbit every 90 minutes, but

it is as much a part of the Earth as anything

at sea or in the air. Indeed, the ISS flies so

low that atmospheric drag would pull it out

of orbit without periodic reboosts.

Even a  glance at the Artemis Accords,

NASA’s framework for international co-

operation on the moon, shows that future

space endeavors will be steeped in Earthly

politics. This is demonstrated by Nelson’s

hypocrisy of praising Russia while railing

against China, a position made all the more

inconsistent given that Russia is going over

to the Chinese side for lunar exploration.

Amending the Wolf Amendment
Russia’s plan to depart from the ISS program

ahead of the remaining partners presents

thorny technical, logistical, and political

issues since the ISS has been designed to

have Russia joined at the hip. But NASA

and Roscosmos must part ways and do so

in a definitive, vocal, and public manner.

The political aspect should be easiest

since ready solutions are at hand.  For

starters, the U.S. government should now

formalize Russia’s departure as a given, and

hearings should begin on how NASA will

rework the ISS program with its remaining

international partners.

Additionally, NASA must draw down

its work with Roscosmos, particulary any

interactions not related to the safety of the

ISS and its crew.

There’s a straightforward method for

NASA’s congressional overseers to force

the issue, and it can still be done this year:

modifying the Wolf Amendment, which

severely restricts NASA from working with

China, to cover Russia, with a proviso that

all bilaterial cooperation will cease once

Russia’s ISS exit is achieved.

Congress enacted the Wolf Amendment

in 2011, placing severe legal restrictions on

NASA working with China. These restric-

tions have been regularly renewed  as part

of NASA’s annual appropriations process. As

stated under Public Law 112–10, Sec. 1340:

(a) None of the funds made available

by this division may be used for[ NASA]

or the [White House] Office of Science

and Technology Policy to develop,

design, plan, promulgate, implement,

or execute a bilateral policy, program,

order, or contract of any kind to par-

ticipate, collaborate, or coordinate bi-

laterally in any way with China or any

Chinese-owned company unless such

activities are specifically authorized by a

law enacted after the date of enactment

of this division.

(b) The limitation in subsection (a)

shall also apply to any funds used to

effectuate the hosting of official Chi-

nese visitors at facilities belonging to

or utilized by [NASA].

Congress could amend this brief yet

highly effective language to include Rus-

sia, worded to ensure that any permitted

NASA-Roscosmos cooperation is limited

to only what is essential to maintain the

safety of ISS astronauts and Western ISS

infrastructure.

While this may seem draconian, it would

send a message that the U.S. is committed

to further disengagement in light of the

Putin regime’s continued barbarity. It
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also would force NASA to formalize the

end of its experiment with Russia, which

Congress has asked the State Department

to label as a state sponsor of terrorism over

its Ukrainian war crimes.

One important reason to update the

Wolf Amendment stems from the U.S.

intention to continue operating the ISS

through 2030. The tenability of two or

more years of partnering with Russia is

already in question, while its antagonism

towards the other ISS nations will likely

worsen. It is time to discuss what the

final days of Russian ISS participation

will look like.

Winding down the ISS program in 2024

as codified by Congress a decade ago seems

unlikely given White House and congres-

sional support for extending the program

to 2030. Indeed, Congress passed such an

extension just before August recess as part

of the bipartisan CHIPS and Science Act to

bolster the U.S. semiconductor industry.

Regardless, ending ISS operations in

2024 — including “splashing” the entire

aging complex into the South Pacific

— remains a potential divorce option.

While this would likely create a gap in

human-tended experimentation in or-

bit, it could be at least partially filled by

new crewed spacecraft coming online.

Additionally, some of the $3 billion in

NASA’s annual ISS  operating expenses

could go to advance commercial station

concepts, enhance stop-gap measures,

and potentially bolster funding for NA-

SA’s Artemis lunar exploration program.

That said, it must be recognized that

negotiations with the other ISS partner

nations on the future of ISS must inform

any go-forward plan.

Should the overall ISS end date continue

to be 2030, the hardest aspect of divorcing

Putin could be logistics. What happens as

the end of Russian participation approaches?

July’s bellicose flag stunt gave us a taste of

the character of today’s cosmonauts. Given

the actions of Putin’s government against

Ukraine, and its repeated nuclear threats

against some of the very nations that make

up the ISS program, serious malfeasance

leading up to a Russian closeout has be-

come much more imaginable. The safety

of the ISS and its crew must be ensured

during the divorce.

The technical issues involved in a

split will depend on the approach that is

negotiated.  Replacing the reboost func-

tion that Russia currently provides is not

trivial, but not insurmountable either.

Near-term solutions include propul-

sion from Cygnus cargo spacecraft, the

mothballed ISS Interim Control Module,

and even efficient electric propulsion

technology now under development

for NASA’s lunar Gateway. Studies of the

physical separation of Russia’s modules

from the rest of the ISS are said to show

this would be difficult but possible, should

that be required in the end.

Embracing Russia’s Overdue Departure
It’s time for those who oversee NASA — in

Congress, in the State Department, and

even now in the White House — to tell the

U.S. space agency that it too must play a

role in disengaging from Putin’s regime.

NASA is not exempt from the moral,

financial and logistical obligations that

the war on Ukraine – a war opposed by

all the other nations in the ISS program

– has created.

The U.S. government can force a

“shotgun divorce” between NASA and

Putin in several ways:

Direct NASA to end any further crew

seat barter discussions between Russia

and the U.S., if not actually rescind those

currently planned.

Formally recognize Russia’s planned

departure and direct NASA to drop Roscosmos

from any plans for extending ISS to 2030

Update the Wolf Amendment to prevent

NASA from working with Putin’s regime

beyond supporting Russia’s swift but orderly

departure from the ISS program.

The ISS is not above earthly politics,

except perhaps in the narrowest physical

sense. The partnership with Russia must be

viewed anew under the dire circumstances

Putin has created in Ukraine and his will-

ingness to turn the ISS into a platform for

pro-war propaganda.

Putin’s Russia deserves to be thrown

off the ISS, one way or another. It’s time

to welcome Russia’s promise to leave

and ensure they do not disrupt the rest

of the program on their way out of the

airlock. SN
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CONNECTING THE DOTS  Jason Rainbow

C
oncepts for beaming solar 

energy from satellites to Earth 

via radio waves aim to revo-

lutionize the market for clean 

and sustainable power.

If successful, they would open up the 

colossal energy industry to the space 

sector while potentially helping connect 

around 700 million people estimated to 

be without access to electricity. 

But while space-based solar power 

(SBSP) principles have been around for 

decades, the economics for power plants 

that would need to span thousands of 

kilometers in orbit have not added up.

That could now be changing with the 

advent of renewable rockets and advanc-

ing in-orbit assembly capabilities. 

The latest SBSP concepts also envisage 

modular structures in geostationary orbit 

(GEO) ranging from about two million to 

10 million kilograms.

While still enormous, the original NASA 

Solar Power Satellite reference system 

from the late 1970s was not modular and 

had a proposed mass of about 50 million 

kilograms. That’s over seven thousand 

times more mass than the heaviest com-

mercial satellite ever launched to GEO.

According to a study by engineering 

firm Frazer Nash Consultancy for the 

British government last year, SBSP is 

now not only technically feasible but it 

could also be developed quickly enough 

to significantly contribute to the U.K.’s 

goal to decarbonize its economy by 2050.

In July, the U.K. announced an SBSP 

Innovation program that will provide an 

initial £3 million ($3.6 million) in grants 

toward system studies and de-risking 

core technology.

However, aside from the technical 

challenges, this emerging capability also 

needs to clear multiple regulatory hurdles.

One of the biggest is identifying the 

best way to regulate power-beaming radio 

spectrum for tests, let alone commer-

cial operations that could last decades, 

says John Worthy, a partner at law firm 

Fieldfisher.

Worthy heads Fieldfisher’s satellite 

and space projects and leads a legal and 

regulatory working group for the U.K.-

based Space Energy Initiative (SEI), an 

organization of academic, government 

and commercial members seeking to de-

velop the first orbital SBSP demonstrator.

“This is forging into new territory 

in regulation, and we are working with 

regulators to find the most effective and 

efficient pathway,” Worthy said.

Current international space treaties 

also did not foresee in-orbit assembly and 

servicing needs when they were signed 

in the 1960s and 1970s.

Worthy said the industry “needs a frame-

work to govern how the components of a 

satellite are delivered into orbit” and then 

boosted to GEO to be “assembled into the 

complete working satellite.”

Assembling a solar plant in space 

would also require many launches. As 

broadband megaconstellations also add 

to the launch tally, Worthy said regulation 

on managing space debris and decom-

missioning satellites after they have run 

out of fuel needs to be clarified to ensure 

safe operations. 

More regulatory clarity could also help 

attract investors.

The SEI-backed Space Solar Limited 

startup is looking to raise around $300 

million for the first phase in its roadmap 

toward an operational system in 12 years.

Martin Soltau, Frazer Nash Consultan-

cy’s head of space and co-chair of SEI, 

said phase one would see the venture 

develop the system’s design and de-risk 

many of its elements. 

“We will prototype the power and so-

lar collection modules and demonstrate 

the wireless power beaming and robotic 

assembly concepts in laboratory and field 

trials,” Soltau said.

Its design will use a concept that can 

work on a smaller scale in lower elliptical 

orbits. Soltau said this provides a pathway 

of demonstrator stepping stones toward 

a two million kilogram satellite with a 

diameter of 1.7 kilometers in GEO.

“Within six years we will be beaming 

Megawatts of power, enough to power a 

village, at a representative power density,” 

Soltau said via email, “and at this point 

the UK Government has confirmed that 

it will establish SBSP in energy policy.”

But while he said the core wireless 

power beaming technology is already 

well understood, autonomous capabilities 

for assembling large structures in orbit 

remain immature.

“This however is advancing very rapidly 

with a number of space logistics com-

panies already demonstrating relevant 

technologies in space,” he added, such 

as Northrop Grumman with its Mission 

Extension Vehicle for refueling satellites.

And much like how international coor-

dination of radio frequencies for commu-

nications has been a cornerstone for the 

growth of connectivity and observation 

satellites, Worthy sees a major opportu-

nity for SBSP if the same is achieved for 

power transmission.

Standards “for wireless power trans-

mission, in orbit assembly and managing 

space debris and decommissioning will 

help to unlock the potential of this new 

source of renewable energy,” he added.  SN

Regulating space power plants
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ON NATIONAL SECURITY Sandra Erwin

A
legislative proposal in the 2023

defense spending bill calling on

DoD to leverage commercial

space networks marks a victory

of sorts for the SmallSat Alliance.

As its name indicates, the alliance is an

industry group that advocates for greater

use of small satellites, particularly by the 

U.S. government. Its focus over the past

few years has been on the idea of a “hybrid

space architecture” — or the integration

of commercial smallsat and large satellite

constellations with government and de-

fense communications systems. 

The group first floated the concept at 

the 2019 Small Satellite Conference in Lo-

gan, Utah. Three years later, the notion of

hybrid space systems is gaining traction 

across U.S. defense, intelligence and civil 

space agencies, said Steve Nixon, president

of the SmallSat Alliance.

“At Logan, we sat down and hammered

out the first draft of a hybrid space archi-

tecture statement of principles,” Nixon told

SpaceNews. Following that meeting, “we

started circulating the statement, and it

progressed up the chain to agency heads

and congressional staffers.” 

The statement’s central message is that

networks combining government and

commercial systems help boost national

and economic security. To address military

concerns about cybersecurity, the hybrid

architecture would rely on “variable trust” 

techniques that give some users more

access than others.

Although the message has been catching

on, the industry still has work to ensure

government programs and budgets shift

in that direction, Nixon said. 

The effort turned a corner last month 

when the House Appropriations defense 

subcommittee in a spending bill expressed

support for “efforts to leverage commer-

cial space networks to create an ‘outernet’

for future military communications.”

The House Armed Services Committee

included similar language in the defense

authorization bill.

 The term outernet also has been em-

braced by the Defense Innovation Unit,

a Pentagon organization tasked to bring

commercial technology into military sys-

tems. DIU has taken the lead in prototyping

a hybrid space architecture to deliver se-

cure internet connectivity to commercial,

civil and military users. Also participating

in the project are the Space Force’s Space

Warfighting Analysis Center (SWAC) and 

the Air Force Research Laboratory.

“Hybrid space communications is the 

next great leap forward, representing the 

convergence of the information age and 

the space age,” said DIU. 

The Space Force in 2020 endorsed the 

concept of an “enterprise satcom” network

of military and commercial satellites, but

DIU’s plan goes even further.  Although

DoD buys services from commercial firms,

these systems operate separately from

military networks. In a hybrid setup, com-

munication would flow across disparate

government and commercial systems. 

For the smallsat industry, a move to

hybrid systems would be a huge win as it

would validate the role of small satellites 

both in government and commercial

networks, Nixon said. “For years, there’s

been this battle between the large satellite

crowd and upstart small satellite crowd,

and we’re just never getting anywhere.”

The industry is now watching what

comes out of the SWAC, which has been

studying options for space-based commu-

nications and modeling architectures with

additional layers of satellites to increase

network resilience.

 “That study is now complete and be-

ing briefed around town,” said Nixon. The

SWAC also will analyze future needs for

space-based navigation and intelligence.

“All the studies that are either completed or

underway are all pointing toward hybrid

architectures.”

But there are still roadblocks ahead.

“Pretty much everyone at leadership levels

wants to pivot in this direction. That’s really

not the question. It’s really more about the

devil in the details, and what is this exactly

going to look like,” said Nixon.

Industry hopes DoD will move sooner 

rather than later, given the uncertain

economic climate and fears that venture

investors are getting spooked. Nixon said 

the future of many companies in the

smallsat sector is tied to the government’s

commitment to tap commercial space.

With so much uneasiness in the financial

markets, Nixon said, “if investors don’t see

the government stepping up to the plate

as a good customer, that’s the danger.” SN
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FOUST FORWARD Jeff Foust

S
everal years ago, some commercial space

advocates thought they had finally found the

long-awaited killer app for space manufac-

turing: optical fibers. Researchers said that a

type of glass called ZBLAN could be used in micro-

gravity to produce fibers with far fewer imperfections

than fibers produced terrestrially, resulting in less

attenuation of signals. Such fibers could be the ideal

space-manufactured product: high value but low

mass and with growing demand given insatiable

appetites for bandwidth.

However, experiments in ZBLAN fiber production

have yet to convert into commercial production. At

the recent International Space Station Research and

Development Conference, scientists said producing

such fibers in space was turning out to be harder

than expected.

“The challenge is in translating that process to

the microgravity environment where the heating

rates are different, the cooling rates are different,

there are changes in material properties and some

other effects that will throw you off just a little bit,”

said Amrit De, chief executive of Apsidal, a startup

working on producing optical fibers and other pho-

tonics technologies.

ZBLAN fiber is just the latest in a long line of

products that had been touted as demonstrating the

potential of space manufacturing, taking advantage

of microgravity and vacuum conditions to create

items that cannot be made as well, or at all, on Earth.

Over the last few decades, companies have proposed

making unusual alloys, semiconductor wafers, protein

crystals and even ball bearings in space, but none

have succeeded in the market.

De said it was too early to give up on ZBLAN fibers.

“We need to iterate around that to perfect the process,”

he said of those problems producing such fibers. “We

just need to be patient and plow through the problem.”

Patience, though, will be a challenge for NASA and

companies alike as they work to transition from the

ISS to commercial space stations by the end of the

decade. Companies working on those stations have

to not only design and develop them but also figure

out the mix of customers for them.

 NASA has made it clear that while it will be a ma-

jor customer for the stations whose development it is

supporting through the Commercial LEO Destinations

program, it has no desire to be the only customer.

Companies working on those stations expect to have

a mix of customers on their stations, including com-

mercial and government researchers, space tourists

and manufacturers.

For now, those companies remain optimistic they’ll

find customers that include space manufacturing, even

if it’s not certain now who they will be. “We all know

how to build space stations. That’s not the tricky part,”

said Christian Maender, executive vice president for

in-space solution at Axiom Space, during a confer-

ence panel. “The harder part is going to be building

some of these markets.”

Rick Mastracchio, director of strategy and business

development at Northrop Grumman, agreed. “It’s a

small step for us to build a space station, so to speak,”

he said, citing the company’s experience in modules

and spacecraft. “Building the business of the space

station is the other half of the challenge, and maybe

the more difficult one, in my opinion.”

Space station developers said they’re open to more

unconventional markets for their stations beyond the

materials and biomedical applications long touted

for space. “It can just be the uniqueness of making

a product in space,” said Janet Kavandi, president of

Sierra Space. “You can make a perfume from flowers

that are grown in a vegetable habitat up there.”

Apsidal’s De says a breakthrough is still possible

with ZBLAN fiber, given enough effort. “Your suc-

cesses sometimes come very suddenly,” he said. “You

can see very large improvements come very quickly.”

Space station developers, though, are casting a

wide net for potential applications of their stations

should traditional ones fall through. Kavandi offered

another unusual use for a space station, producing a

product in higher demand than even optical fibers.

“You could have distilleries up there.” SN

Manufacturing a low Earth orbit
economy
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